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The cool spring temperatures and 

strong wind gusts did little to deter 

or dampen the spirits of the crowd 

for the annual Mulawa Open Day 

on September 27th. With the local 

fire brigand on hand to direct traffic 

and handle the influx of visitors, 

an estimated 500 guests (from all 

six Aussie states) attended one of 

Australia’s most organized and 

celebrated rites of the season.
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Mulawa Arabian Stud, a recognized 

leader and innovator Down Under, has 

been breeding Arabians of international 

quality in rural Sydney for nearly four 

decades. The dream began as a family 

venture with Greg Farrell Jr. as the 

passionate instigator in the early 1970s. 

Those early aspirations of Arabian 

horse ownership have carefully and 

thoughtfully evolved into one of the 

largest and most comprehensive Arabian 

breeding programs in the world. Mulawa’s 

consistent record of success in the show 

ring and breeding barn ranks amongst 

the very best of any of the major studs on 

the continent.
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WINGS was indisputably the best 

purebred performance horse in the 

country last season (beginning in 

April and ending at the Australian 

Championships in March the 

following year). Mulawa also 

presented its impressive collection 

of Arabian derivative performers, 

which included OWENDALE 

LEMON TWIST, one of the most 

highly decorated Arabian ponies 

on the continent, SUMMERZAR 

IMAGERY, daughter Kate 

Farrell’s accomplished Arabian 

Warmblood Dressage mount, and 

the inimitable GORON TORON 

CONCORDE, reigning Australian 

Champion Prix St. Georges 

Dressage as well as an FEI 

Intermediate Freestyle Dressage 

winner.

Arabian Derivatives are the term 

used to classify all Arabian part-

breds in Australia. With seven 

different registries that allow 

varying acceptable percentages 

of Arabian ancestry, Aussie-

bred Arabian derivatives are the 

Ferraris, Lambourghinis and 

Cadillacs of the Arabian part-bred 

world. “CONNOR” is amongst the 

The full capacity of Mulawa’s five facilities are spread 

across 1500 acres in two Australian states (New South 

Wales and Tasmania) and managed most capably by 

equal partners Greg & Julie Farrell, along with Greg’s 

younger sister Jane. In true Farrell style, Greg, Julie 

and Jane were hands-on for all event preparation and 

presentation, turning out their beloved horses in the 

characteristic Mulawa first-class manner.

Activities began just past 11 am with a warm welcome 

by Greg Farrell to an enthusiastic and eager crowd. First 

up was the Mulawa Performance Team, who has of late 

enjoyed considerable success in the major Arabian shows 

in the country, as well as in several prestigious open 

and FEI-sponsored competitions. Reigning Australian 

Champion Stallion KLASS (TS Al Malik x Karmaa by 

Kaborr) got things started with head trainer Daniella 

Dierks in classic style. A farm favourite, KLASS is one 

of Mulawa’s major breeding successes in recent years, 

whose record in the show ring includes four East Coast 

Championship titles – as a yearling, two year old, junior 

& senior stallion – an Australian first, unlikely to be 

equalled any time soon. Looking to expand his resume 

of accomplishments, KLASS is pursuing a performance 

career this season in very capable hands. Daniella was 

joined by assistant trainer Anette Lowe in the tandem 

saddle presentation of full brothers SOVEREIGN WINGS 

& MULAWA BRONZE WINGS (Magnum Psyche x On 

Angels Wings by TS Al Malik), two very beautiful deep 

copper chestnut athletes with incredible natural talent. 

At just five and four years old, both brothers are amassing 

an impressive record of achievement. SOVEREIGN 
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breeding horses, visitors were encouraged to stop 

and visit Mulawa’s ‘emperor in residence’ TS AL 

MALIK, former Australian & Brazilian National 

Champion. MALIK, like all the senior stallions at 

Mulawa, lives outside in a spacious paddock year 

round on the Ambition side of the property near the 

main gate where a broad expanse of the operation 

can be enjoyed. MALIK loves to play with any 

object capable of being thrown or twirled. As if on 

cue, MALIK tossed, twirled and playfully abused a 

super-size rope & ball dog toy as well as an orange 

construction pylon to the delight and awe of a 

full rail of spectators. He has been known to get 

the best of any tossable item left in his paddock 

including fleece pullovers, rags and lead ropes as 

well as the occasional stem of stiff landscape grass 

growing near his fence line. Rather surprisingly, 

all of the MALIK sons have inherited their sire’s 

playful and entertaining character.

very best – he and Daniella have recently been 

selected to train to potentially represent Australia 

at the 2012 Olympic Games in London.

Following CONNOR’s thrilling performance, 

guest were invited to visit the recently completed 

performance training complex, which includes a 

state-of-the-art eight stall stable and the covered 

training arena. While making their way across 

to lunch and the main afternoon presentation of 
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After a much-needed warm 

lunch of sausage and steak 

sandwiches provided by the local 

rotary, Jane Farrell introduced 

the key members of the Team 

Mulawa, inspired the crowd with 

a heartfelt snapshot of Mulawa 

history and invited the star from 

the morning’s presentation back 

into the ring. Not quite ready 

to hang up his show halter just 

yet, KLASS looked every bit the 

ultimate champion in his green, 

yellow and white Australian 

Champion sash with handler 

Greg Andrews. KLASS was joined 

by the other star AL MALIK son 

on the property – AAMAHNI 

(x Aliha Bint Nizr by Anaza 

El Nizr). Capably presented 

by owner / breeder Cameron 

Bonney, AAMAHNI was named 

Australian Champion Two Year 

Old Colt in March, making 

MALIK the first sire to not only 

sire two National Champion 

sons in the same year, but to 

also sire the Senior Reserve (the 

Mulawa-bred FIRE ALERT).

The KLASS show continued with 

two exceptional feminine fillies 

from his first foal crop – the 

exquisite KLASSICAL DREAM 

MI (out of Australian Triple 

Crown winner MUSTANGS 

MAGNUM) and the flamboyant 

KLASSIC HARMONY MI (out 

of twice Reserve Australian 

Champion FAMES HARMONY). 

Like their illustrious sire, both 

fillies are very upright and elegant 

with beautifully balanced, 

harmonious builds, long well 

shaped necks, exotically dished 

refined heads, large dark eyes 

and an abundance of world-

class quality and regal presence. 

These fillies represent the best 

of the current Mulawa program 

and are sure to have an impact 

in the show ring in the years 

ahead. For KLASS, they signify 

what looks to be a stellar a career 

at stud, rivalling his significant 

accomplishments in-hand.

Two outstanding weanling colts 

by MAGNUM FORTY FOUR 

created significant buzz with the 

crowd. Both are out of award-

winning daughters of the late 

PARKVIEW AUDACIOUS. The 

elder bay – ANASTAZI MI – is 

an extremely handsome, well 

balanced young colt with a 

beautifully designed head and 

a large dark eye. The younger 

of the two – ALLEGIANCE MI 

– is admittedly the best foal 

produced at Mulawa to date. 

Ultra-exotic and refined with an 

extravagant dish, huge luminous 

eyes, a perfectly designed 

muzzle, an extreme upright 

forehand, exuberant tail carriage 

and a phenomenal commanding 

presence, ALLEGIANCE is 

unquestionably a young colt 

who is bound to have great 

international appeal.

Several other Mulawa-bred 

youngstock were presented 

for sale. Stand-outs amongst 

these included the lovely and 

very showy FAME MAKER R 

fillies DESTINE TO BE MI and 

ADIVA MI. Joining them were 

two very handsome yearlings by 

MAGNUM 44 – the long necked 

feminine ALLEGRA MI and 

the ultra-refined and smooth 

KARTIER MI. All four of these 

promising youngsters easily 

found new homes before the end 

of the weekend.

Three of Mulawa’s best young 

mares currently in show training 

were presented amongst the 

stallions and the young show and 

sale prospects. Looking every 

bit the elegant enchantress she 

is, National Reserve Champion 

PARADA dazzled the crowd 

with confidence and charm. Tail 

flagged, neck arched with feet 

just lightly touching the ground 

with animation and power, 

PARADA brought to mind the 
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vision of her universally admired paternal grandsire 

Magnum Psyche. Following on her heels were the reigning 

National Stud Show and East Coast Champion Mares 

RIMARAA (by Marwan Al Shaqab) and PRINICIPESSA 

CCA (by Versace), respectively. Both recent imports from 

the USA, the glorious pair are the first such mares to be 

introduced to Mulawa in twenty years.

Presentation of the Mulawa senior stallions is always 

a highlight. Former champions GLF APOLLO, FAME 

MAKER R & MAGNUM FORTY FOUR all make the trip 

down or across from their spacious paddocks to remind 

the crowds why they still matter and exactly what makes 

them so great. The guests always enjoy feeding carrots to 

the gentle giants over the rail – a heart-warming portrait 

to see small children and powerful stallions interacting 

with mutual respect and appreciation.

The most anticipated presentation of the day was saved 

until the very end. All who endured the frigid gusts of 

the afternoon were thrilled to see the newest imported 

Mulawa stallion – GUILIANO. Sired by US, Canadian & 

Brazilian National Champion Legacy of Fame, GUILIANO 

is out of an exotic daughter of Padrons Psyche. With bold 

movement, a commanding presence, a perfectly designed 

head and incredible tail carriage, GUILIANO made a 

lasting impression for the faithful with Greg Farrell at the 

lead. With exceptional type, quality, size and elegance, 

much is expected of GUILIANO as the next step in the 

Mulawa program.

Buyers and guests were busy in the barn visiting favourites 

and potential prospects well after the final carrot was fed 

in center ring. Once again, Team Mulawa both human 

and equine, pulled off a memorable, first-class affair that 

left everyone eager to return in 2010.
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